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ENERGY AND FEEDSTOCKS
The Ice Brent front-month contract remained volatile this
week, breaching $110/bl for the first time since 2014. The
prospect of broad sanctions on Russian energy outweighed
the prospect of increased supplies from Iran, while the
Opec+ coalition's decided to maintain production discipline
despite the fallout from Russia's invasion into Ukraine.
The front-month Nymex WTI contract followed a similar
trajectory and also climbed to above $110/bl – the highest
since 2011 – but saw some downside adjustment and closed
at $107.67/bl on 3 March. But the contract subsequently reversed losses and was trading at $111.84/bl as of 13:40 GMT
on 4 March.
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On the US Gulf coast, the naphtha market remained largely
paralysed by an extremely volatile energy complex with the
Russian-Ukraine conflict showing no sign of a quick resolution. Sanctions imposed on Russia created financial blocks
and soaring freight prices. Refiner buyers were not willing to
strike fresh business for Russian oil supplies out of caution
for any future sanctions. A more immediate impact on US
naphtha markets were escalating freight rates in a market
that had leaned on exports to clear domestic length. Several
ships that had been booked for naphtha exports to Europe
and the Asia-Pacific were heard to have failed this week due
to elevated freight. However, failed exports will likely result
in naphtha length building up at the Gulf coast again. There
was little incentive to store naphtha with the severely backwardated market, which will likely see more offers emerge
in the coming weeks. But bids and offers remain wide apart
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as cautious sentiment prevails among market participants.
Northwest European naphtha prices rose to on 3 March to
$1,045.50/t, their highest since April 2012. And the prospect
of an almost total cessation of supply from Russian Baltic
ports also pushed notional northwest European naphtha
refining margins during the week to their highest in more
than six years. Naphtha from the Russian Baltic is key to the
northwest European market, according for around of half the
region's seaborne imports. And naphtha market fundamentals are tight, with at least two major importers of Russian
naphtha stepping back from buying Russian cargoes, and
many prospective buyers are following suit. Buyers are also
struggling to secure tankers to move any cargoes they may
have bought. Naphtha has so far averaged €162/t higher in
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ENERGY AND FEEDSTOCKS
the first three trading sessions of March – at €926/t – compared to the February average of €760/t. But the magnitude
of the average increase is less severe at €113/t, when compared to the February 28 price of €813/t.
Asia-Pacific spot naphtha refining margins surged to 14year highs this week as buyers in the region shy away from
taking Black Sea cargoes because of high freight costs, credit
concerns and the risk of sourcing supplies from anywhere
near the conflict zone in Ukraine. Asian naphtha supply
has shrunk abruptly, as South Korean refiners avoid buying
cargoes from Russia. Some buyers also fear they could run
into difficulties obtaining letters of credit (LCs) from banks
for buying Russian cargoes. A number of large Chinese banks
have already stopped issuing LCs for purchases of Russian
crude. A handful of cracker operators in the region are contemplating run cuts on the worsening margins. There seems
to be a "tug-of-war" between end-users in Europe and Asia as
they compete for limited regional supplies, an analyst told
Argus. Asian buyers seem to be taking a back seat for now,
with no tenders to buy cargoes on the spot market. Cracker
operators might be playing the waiting game as the premiums are too high now, a trader said, but ultimately they
might have no option but pay up for the amount of naphtha
to run at least their baseload.

Ethylene
US spot EPC ethylene for March was assessed on 3 March at
37.375¢/lb, little changed from the previous week. Volumes
last traded on 2 March between 37.25-37.5¢/lb. April volumes traded on 3 March at 36.75¢/lb. The Gulf Coast Joint
Ventures cracker near Corpus Christi, Texas, had an upset
with its turboexpander, resulting in minor flaring during the
week. A Port Arthur, Texas, cracker is preparing to go down
for a full turnaround this week. Monomer export demand is
Global crude prices
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improving. The February contract price settled up by 0.5¢/lb
to 43.75¢/lb.
The ethylene monthly contract price (MCP) for March
settled on 1 March at €1,435/t, an increase of €95/t, and just
a day later all of this increase was eclipsed by the rise in
crude oil and naphtha prices. The Russia-Ukraine conflict has
driven up feedstock prices, while sanctions are a threat to
supply of some materials. Europe sourced about 16pc of its
naphtha from Russia last year. Not all of this will have been
consumed into petrochemicals, but producers are working to
replace this volume from other sources. In the short term,
a limited number of European crackers may need to trim
rates while alternative feedstock sources are secured. If the
conflict escalates and affects the flow of crude from Russia,
some ethylene producers in eastern Europe integrated into
refinery sites could be affected by feedstock supply reductions. In the short term, the European ethylene market is
reasonably balanced. The Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp
coastal market is a little on the long side as producers try to
absorb imports ahead of maintenance, which peaks in the
second quarter. Further inland, the market is shorter, driven
by an unplanned shutdown that has taken slightly longer
than expected to repair. Demand is reasonable but high
Global naphtha prices
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ENERGY AND FEEDSTOCKS
European prices are restricting derivative exports, which
in 2021 added an extra layer to strong domestic demand.
The rise in feedstock prices has reduced cracker margins to
below breakeven for some producers and makes incremental
production unattractive.
Asia ethylene prices rose during the week, but trades
narrowed with a tight supply balance and with buyers’ resistance. No firm fixed price-based offers were quoted across
the region. Buying ideas have increased to the low $1,200s/t
cfr northeast Asia, after deals were done at $1,230-1,240/t
cfr China last week. Spot deals were mostly done on a floating price basis at around a premium of $30/t to cfr northeast
Asia assessments.

Caustic Soda
The domestic US chlor-alkali market tightened this month.
With several planned maintenance shutdowns, some unplanned operating restrictions and one plant restart delayed
by a week, the supply of caustic soda and chlorine is significantly constrained. Some buyers have indicated that their
caustic soda and chlorine allocation was as low as 80pc and
90pc of normal demand, respectively. Planned maintenance
for March appears to be slightly heavier than normal, with
the amount of caustic soda production lost to plant shutdowns estimated at 13pc of capacity. This follows a heavy
February maintenance schedule and ahead of a more typical
April maintenance programme.
The European caustic soda market has been reacting to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24 February, which triggered
both sanctions from governments worldwide and many
companies refusing to do business with Russia. Major players
such as Kemira, UPM and Stora Enso have announced that
they will cease all business activity with Russia. Many others are following suit without a public announcement, but
Global ethylene prices
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the exodus is evident across a large number of industries,
ranging from energy, retail and technology to business and
financial services. The direct impact is a loss of 80,000 dmt/
yr of caustic soda from Ukraine to other European markets,
mainly France, Italy and Poland, and the loss of around
43,000 dmt/yr of Russian caustic soda to Finland. The wider
impact on all industries, and thus chlorine and caustic soda
consumption, is impossible to assess at the moment, requiring market participants to once again make plans under a
high degree of uncertainty.
Northeast Asian export prices settled at $630-700/dmt fob.
Chinese producers released more cargoes into the export
market because of a higher netback and falling domestic
parity prices in the coastal market. Indonesian producers
were also trying to divert more cargoes into the export
market and traders were selling on cargoes that were
secured earlier. Overall demand in the export market, from
southeast Asia, Australia, Latin America and the Middle East,
remained firm. The Russia-Ukraine conflict has created some
buying interest for northeast Asian cargoes, as rapidly rising
import prices in the Mediterranean resulted in an arbitrage
allowing imports of northeast Asian cargoes. Rapidly rising
fuel costs has resulted in a sharp rise in ocean freight rates
because of increased bunkering and operational costs for liquid and containerised cargoes. Shipping constraints in China
are yet to be resolved as shippers are still plagued with a
shortage of pilots, laycan delays and frequent rescheduling.
A large-scale power outage in parts of Taiwan on 3 March
forced several manufacturing sites offline. But power supplies resumed in the afternoon with no apparent damage or
production disruption at chlor-alkali facilities in the south of
the island.
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¢/lb

US polyvinyl chloride contracts

US
The US polyvinyl chloride (PVC) market is likely to conclude February with a price rollover from January’s 3¢/lb
decrease, with March opening up with an expected 3¢/lb
increase among producers that will return domestic prices
to where they were in December. The export market is also
marking the beginnings of a price recovery as prices are
more firmly around $1,600/t or slightly higher.
Despite spot ethylene prices fluctuating for much of February, contract prices settled up 0.5¢/lb to 43.75¢/lb. Meanwhile, prices for prompt-month delivery of spot ethylene to
Mont Belvieu, Texas, rose slightly this past week, trading
between at 37.25-37.5¢/lb on 2 March. Choctaw prices were
flat, trading at 33¢/lb on Wednesday. The slight increase in
ethylene prices could put some pressure on PVC, though the
disparity between contract and spot prices could undermine
that slight price increase.
Construction spending from January 2022 was at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $1,677.2bn, 1.3pc higher than
December’s revised estimate of $1,655.8bn, according to the
US Census Bureau and the Department of Commerce. That
January figure is also 8.2pc higher than January 2021’s estimate of $1,549.8bn. Private construction drove the majority of this growth, with residential construction up 1.3pc in
January 2022 from December and non-residential construction up 1.8pc from December. They combined for a total
1.5pc growth from December to $1,326.5bn in January 2022.
Still, public construction did grow 0.6pc from December to
$350.7bn in January 2022.
The broader demand metrics offer a more complex
situation for the PVC market. Producers have regularly said
that demand has been good even throughout more seasonal
periods, but that may be more relative to supply tightness and the domestic market specifically. According to the
American Chemistry Council’s (ACC) final endpoint data for
January 2022, total sales and captive use was down 7.4pc,
US construction spending
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from 1.38bn lb to 1.28bn lb, compared to January 2021.
While that is a significant fall, the supply/demand balance
tightened due to domestic production falling 9.1pc compared
to January 2021, according to the ACC’s Plastics Industry
Producers’ Statistics Group as compiled by Vault Consulting.
Exports had fallen 29.1pc from the previous January,
tracking with multiple companies highlighting logistics issues
and supply tightness leading producers to prioritize domestic contracts. Indeed, domestic sales did increase a nominal 0.2pc with almost all downstream usages seeing some
growth when comparing Januarys. Wire and cable grew
2.6pc, film and sheet grew 7.6pc, rigid pipe and conduit
grew 1.7pc, and windows and doors grew 3.5pc. Meanwhile,
siding and mobile home skirting fell 8.5pc alongside a 6.5pc
drop for resellers and compounders from January 2021 to
January 2022. Overall, the domestic market is still growing even in seasonal times, albeit at a low rate collectively.
Steep falls in the export market aren’t likely to be reversed
all at once with ongoing supply and logistics issues, but the
positive domestic metrics appear to be enough for now for
producers to assess 2022 with a bullish outlook.
The export market remains within the previous week’s
$1,550/t-$1,640/t fas Houston range. However, conversations
this week have shifted the operations into the upper edge of
that range, between $1,600-$1,630. A ceiling of sorts remains
above $1,640, as buyers seem uninterested in any deals
beyond that price, but some traders were pushing the price
higher in order to compensate for growing logistics costs
that were tightening margins. Still, prices are inching up
closer to that high-end limit as global demand improves.
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Sellers of imported polyvinyl chloride (PVC) to Latin America
witnessed increased demand for the material in Argentina
this week, a key market in the region.
The increased demand could be related to buyers’ attempts to build inventories in the face of possible resin scarcity due to geopolitical factors such as the conflict between
Russia and Ukraine and supply disruptions related to that.
Additionally, there are concerns about rising prices due to
huge increases in international crude prices.
Demand in the west coast South America (WCSA) slightly
increased during the week for the same reasons, according
to a market participant. In Brazil, the most important PVC
market in Latin America, demand is very poor, with a few
cargoes traded during the week.
Imported PVC to Latin America is coming mostly from the
US, followed by Chinese material. However, Chinese prices
are currently not so competitive.
Meanwhile, US origin pipe-grade PVC prices were assessed at $1,725-1,775/t cfr for Brazil, and $1,700-1,750/t
cfr for WCSA, up $125/t and $100/t, respectively, when
compared to assessed prices last week. In Central America,
PVC prices are around the $1,770-1,830 range this week.
While buyers last week were resisting prices above $1,700/t,
this week, that resistance has faded, with ongoing concerns
about expected disruptions to international trade flows due
to the Ukraine-Russia conflict.
Asian freight prices were stable this week, while US
freight prices remain highly volatile, with rates often being
negotiated case by case, according to a market participant.
Regional trade flows continue to be very active, with PVC
producers serving a good portion of local markets.

Europe
The European polyvinyl chloride (PVC) industry remains at a
standstill this week, with most domestic producers delaying
their March contract price negotiations as they closely follow
events in Ukraine.
The market remains alert this week as both upstream
crude and electricity prices climb further to above-average
levels. Argus’ over-the-counter day-ahead prices rose above
€300/MWh this week across Germany, the Netherlands, the
UK, France and Hungary, close to December levels when producers began expressing their concerns over unsustainable
utilities costs. European PVC production remains relatively
unaffected for now by the escalating feedstock cost pressure, but market participants are analysing every possible
scenario and what the conflict between the Ukraine and
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Russia could mean for European PVC pricing and market
dynamics.
Northwest European market fundamentals are seeing
limited impact from the conflict. Demand for suspension
(s-PVC) and paste (e-PVC) grades into construction applications is beginning to grow gradually on a monthly basis from
the seasonal lull, with many buyers confident they can cover
themselves effectively in March, even as Ukrainian PVC imports lag and domestic vinyls production undergoes planned
maintenance. A ramp-up in e-PVC demand into automotive
sectors is likely to see delays following the Russia/Ukraine
conflict, with many European car manufacturers cutting back
production following a shortage of wire harness supply from
Ukraine.
PVC production in Germany, France, Norway, Sweden and
the UK will be affected by the spring planned maintenance
Eurozone construction PMI
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season, just below 10pc of total European production capacity, but unlike the previous year most producers have accumulated sufficient inventories in the past few months that
they feel ready to cover increasing demand requirements
from converters, assuming supply remains relatively unaffected by further unplanned issues. A French-based producer
continues to operate under force majeure at both French
and Spanish PVC production facilities, following strike action
in France that affected feedstock vinyl chloride monomer
supplies into several PVC production units.
Given the uncertainty in European markets, many producers are still in the process of tabling initial March offers
on both s-PVC and e-PVC contracts. Before the conflict,
many sellers were hoping to achieve monthly increases of
€40-50/t in order to reflect the implied ethylene cost, but
many buyers are still waiting to hear back from their suppliers regarding their March pricing intentions. Increases
between €50-70/t were also reported late this week, but
these are likely to be resisted among buyers who continue
to note the increasing difficulty in passing raw material costs
further downstream. We will be finalising our February s-PVC
contract deltas for northwest Europe and southern Europe at
+€30/t, while the e-PVC contract delta for northwest Europe
will be finalised at +€20/t.
Central eastern European (CEE) markets are seeing the
biggest impact from the Russia-Ukraine conflict, with import
offers from both locations into CEE remaining stagnant in
recent weeks. Production operations in Ukraine remain off
line, and while larger PVC buyers in CEE are noting limited
disruptions to supply deliveries, smaller consumers — who
heavily relied on Ukrainian and Russian imports as a means
of supply — are having to mitigate such risks by either reducing their own manufacturing operations or sourcing raw
materials from elsewhere. We will be finalising our February
s-PVC contract delta for CEE at +€15/t.
PVC import markets into Europe remain somewhat inactive, with buyers working against complicated logistics and
fewer offers from both Russia and Ukraine. US PVC offers
were mostly available at €1,600-1,650/t on a delivered basis,
but while still competitively priced, shipping lead times of
6-8 weeks from the US to Europe are keeping many consumers on the sidelines. Polish converters are also reporting
US price offers into CEE for the first time in months, with
current levels pegged at $1,750/t (€1,590/t) on a cif basis,
before duties and freight costs. We will be revising our PVC
pipe-grade spot cif import price at €1,450-1,590/t.
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Turkey
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) prices into Turkey increased this
week. There was no change in underlying demand, but purchasing activity increased as some buyers sought to replace
the withdrawal of Russia and Ukrainian PVC volumes from
the market. Turkey imports around 10,000 t/month, or 17pc
of its market, from the two countries.
Northwest Europe-origin PVC was assessed this week at
$1,950-2,000/t cfr, $50/t higher on the low end and $80/t
higher on the high end, compared with last week. Offers from Brazil were heard at $1,700 and US offers were
available at $1,750. Domestic producer Petkim offered at
$2,200/t.

Egypt
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) import prices into Egypt rose
further this week, with the local balance remaining tight.
Demand is good, with sentiment heightened by the UkraineRussia conflict and limited supply among domestic producers. Offers were mainly heard coming from Europe, China
and the US, although many buyers would steer clear of US
product due to recently imposed anti-dumping duties.
European product was heard trading at $1,900/t, but this
could not be confirmed by the market. Carbide-based PVC
from Asia was being offered at $1,750/t into Egypt. Based on
this, we will be increasing the Argus PVC pipe-grade Egypt
assessment to $1,750-1,800/t cfr, in order to reflect the notional increase in price offers and locally tight balance.

Change to Egypt PVC assessment
Following consultation, on 4 March Argus will remove
the origin restriction from and change the incoterm of
its Egypt PVC pipe import price assessment. The price is
currently restricted to material of Mideast Gulf origin and
is assessed on a cif basis. Following this amendment, the
name of the assessment will change from “PVC pipe cif
Egypt of Mideast Gulf origin” to “PVC pipe cfr Egypt”.
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Asia-Pacific polyvinyl chloride markets

China
The Chinese PVC market continued to firm alongside higher
crude futures. Domestic prices were also higher on the week
amid rising PVC futures.
The cfr market in China increased to $1,310-1,320/t,
after Taiwan’s Formosa raised its March offers by $50-70/t
to reflect higher costs. Cargoes were sold out last week. It
offered at $1,560/t cfr India, $1,310/t cfr China, $1,380/t to
southeast Asia and $1,250/t fob Taiwan.
Carbide-based PVC prices rose by 300 yuan/t to Yn8,8508,950/t compared with last week, to catch up with the
rising pace of PVC in the Dalian futures market. Ethylenebased PVC suppliers increased prices by Yn150/t to Yn9,250Yn9,450/t.
Buying interest firmed since the outlook turned bullish,
driven by firmer upstream values. Domestic trading firms
want to build stocks as spot prices remained lower compared
with current PVC futures. They expect spot prices may rise
further to catch up the rising pace of futures.
Export prices increased by $30-40/t with the rising domestic market. Export offers of carbide-based PVC increased
to $1,270-1,300/t fob China, while ethylene-based PVC prices
were offered at $1,300-1,370/t.
The arbitrage to export from China continued to widen
as demand stayed firm from India. More competitive Chinaorigin prices were offered to India. The export market
may remain active with the gap between the overseas and
Chinese markets.
Downstream demand is recovering further in March, with
current downstream operating rates at 40-60pc. But a re-
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covery in the real estate industry remained slow, which also
depressed PVC demand.
Maintenance was limited. The average operating rate at
Chinese PVC plants remained at 80pc. Run rates at carbidebased plants were at around 82pc and at 76pc for ethylenebased plants. Guangdong Tosoh is planning to shut down it’s
220,000 t/yr unit from mid-March. Suzhou Huasu’s 130,000
t/yr unit will be shut from 28 February until 8 March.

India
Indian PVC pipe-grade prices were assessed stable at $1,5501,570/t cfr India. Offers remained limited. A Taiwanese
producer offered cargoes at $1,590-1,600/t cif, but it was unlikely that any deals were done as participants deemed this
to be too high. Offers for containerized cargoes of carbidebased PVC were sold at $1,500-1,510/t cif.
Demand in India has remained firm, with local distributors
saying that buying appetite has been firm. The increased
feedstock prices following Russia’s attacks on Ukraine have
kept buyers anxious, with many looking to restock before
prices potentially rise even higher. But buyers are unwilling
to overstock, as seen from the market reaction to the offer

PVC plant maintenance, outages and disruptions
Status

Capacity
Nature of shutdown
’000t/yr

Plant

Location

Grade

Shandong Dongyue

China

Carbide-based

Maintenance

1 Nov till now

Inner Mongolia Zhonggu

China

Carbide-based

Maintenance

7 Jan till now

UPDATE

Hengyang Jiantao

China

Carbide-based

Maintenance

8 Jan till now

UPDATE

Guandong Tosoh

China

Ethylene-based

Maintenance

Mid-Mar, 7-10 days

Tianjin LG

China

Ethylene-based

Reduced rates

5 Feb till now

UPDATE

Inner Mongolia Sanlian

China

Carbide-based

Reduced rates

20% of full capacity

NEW

Sichuan Jinlu

China

Carbide-based

Maintenance

April

NEW

Qingsong Jianhua

China

Carbide-based

Maintenance

May

NEW

Suzhou Huasu

China

Ethylene-based

Maintenance

28 Feb - 8 Mar

Petkim

Turkey

Suspension

Planned maintenance

Couple months

Kem One

Spain

Emulsion

Force majeure

FM declared in Hernani in Jan

Kem One

France

Various

Karpatnaftochim

Ukraine

Suspension

Vinnolit

Germany

Suspension

NEW

- Force majeure
Temporary closure

State of emergency in Ukraine
March-April in Knapsack
March-April in Mazingarbe

NEW

Vynova

France

Suspension

270 Planned maintenance

Kem One

France

Suspension

300 Planned maintenance

NEW

Inovyn

Various

Various

- VCM planned mainte-
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160 Planned maintenance

NEW
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from a Taiwanese producer.
Participants are also worried that cargoes in Asia night be
diverted to Europe. The sanctions on Russia may impact
European production if electricity and gas prices rise above
normal levels, forcing European production to reduce operating rates. If European PVC production is affected, Asian
petrochemical producers could step in to fill in the supply
gaps and capitalize on the higher netbacks in Europe, but
this will also depend on whether the freight situation improves, allowing for smoother transit of cargoes to Europe.
Chinese cargoes continue to dominate, with many volumes
being offered to India. The lower cost carbide PVC has been
favored by buyers at a time when high feedstock prices are
squeezing margins. Indian buyers are staying away from
break bulk cargoes to avoid the risk of damaged cargoes.
Some buyers are satisfied with the discounted prices of
containerized cargoes of carbide-based PVC from China compared with the current market price of ethylene-based PVC.
Taiwanese imports could see delays in the short term as
port restrictions tighten. Taiwan's maritime and port bureau
announced on 25 February that vessels seeking to berth at
Taiwan's Kaohsiung port from 8 March will be required to
provide Covid-19 test results within 48 hours of their scheduled arrival. Vessels will be allowed to enter the port and
berth if results are negative. But the vessel will be quarantined at anchorage for 14 days — or 10 days, effective from
7 March — should any of the crew members test positive.
Rapid tests will have to be done on the vessel on day zero,

| Friday 4 March 2022

3, 7, 10, with a final PCR test done in the port on day 14.
Vessels will have to repeat the 14-day quarantine at the port
if crew member(s) continue to test positive.
Participants were concerned after hearing this requirement, as Taiwan has been a major provider of PVC to the
Indian market. Buyers were already facing delays because
of congestions at transshipment ports in southeast Asia. The
tightened restrictions could cause more bottlenecks in the
arrival of Taiwanese cargoes.
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